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Background:  
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a group of diseases classified by adipocyte infiltration of the 
liver in the absence of alcohol consumption, viral hepatitis, medication or toxic damage or autoimmune 
hepatitis1. NAFLD is broken up into several disease states characterized by the histology of each. In non-
alcoholic fatty liver or non-alcoholic steatosis, triglyceride-containing vacuoles are deposited in and 
around hepatocytes without inflammation. Non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) is characterized by 
steatosis plus inflammation. Non-alcoholic cirrhosis is steatohepatitis that has progressed to fibrosis, 
leading to hepatic failure and increased risk of developing hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)1. It is currently 
estimated that 19-46% of the general US population has NAFLD1-3 and 3-5% with NASH2. NAFLD is 
thought to be the most common cause of chronic liver disease in the Western hemisphere and that by 
2020 will be the most common cause of end stage liver disease5. Risk factors for NAFLD include 
dyslipidemia, obesity, and insulin resistance, all components of the metabolic syndrome. Patients with 
type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) have a 2-fold increase in risk of developing NASH and non-alcoholic 
cirrhosis4. It is estimated that the prevalence of NAFLD in the American Indian and Alaskan-Native 
(AI/AN) populations ranges from 0.6-2.2% but this is thought to be an underestimate2. In a study from 
2010, the risk of death from chronic liver disease in AI/AN was 35.4 percentage points higher than whites 
from the same region7. Given both the prevalence of risk factors for NAFLD among AI/AN (24-40% for 
obesity, 9.7-19.7% for T2DM) and higher rates of death from chronic liver disease in this population, 
potential treatments for this disease are of particular interest to the Indian Health Service (IHS) National 
Pharmacy & Therapeutics Committee (NPTC). Following the NPTC clinical evaluation in February 2017, 
no changes were made to the IHS National Core Formulary.  
 
Discussion:  
The goals of treatment of NAFLD are to reduce hepatic fatty infiltration, reduce inflammation, and reverse 
fibrosis. The most effective non-pharmacologic therapies for NAFLD are lifestyle modifications leading to 
weight loss. Weight loss of 3-5% of body weight is necessary to improve steatosis and up to 10% weight 
loss is necessary to improve inflammation associated with NASH2. There are currently no FDA-approved 
medications for the treatment of NAFLD or NASH, however two pharmacologic therapies are 
recommended by the American Gastroenterological Association (AGA) and several others are in clinical 
trials to address both NAFLD and NASH2. The current AGA recommended therapies are vitamin E and 
pioglitazone for the treatment of NAFLD.   
 
Findings:   
Vitamin E is a fat soluble vitamin available over the counter. The proposed mechanism of action of 
vitamin E in NAFLD is reduction of oxidative stress preventing inflammation and progression to fibrosis8. 
The most commonly used dose is 400-800 IU/day. Vitamin E is classified as a dietary supplement thus all 
uses are considered off-label. Notably, two meta-analyses reported increased all-cause mortality with 
high-dose vitamin E however subsequent and more recent studies failed to confirm the association2.  
 
Pioglitazone is recommended by the AGA as a second line agent to treat “biopsy-proven NASH” and 
should be used with caution in T2DM patients as clinical trials that investigated the drug were conducted 
in non-diabetic patients. Pioglitazone is a thiazolidinedione whose mechanism of action in NAFLD is 
thought to be two-fold: reduction of hepatic fatty acids via PPA-gamma receptor activation and prevention 
of inflammation, necrosis and fibrosis by decreasing levels of adipokines2,9. Notable warnings for 
pioglitazone include a black box warning for CHF causation or exacerbation, increased risk of bladder 
cancer (Hazard ratio=1.63), edema, increased incidence of long-bone fractures and dose-related weight 
gain9-10. Pioglitazone alone has been studied in several randomized controlled trials (RCT). Three trials 
from 2008-2016 with both diabetic and non-diabetic patients had significant improvements in histology 
associated with NASH11-13. In fact, a small RCT of pre-diabetic and diabetic patients demonstrated a 

 
 



 
significant improvement in the primary outcome of >2-point reduction in steatosis score without worsening 
of fibrosis (36 percentage points; P<0.001). All three studies failed to show reversal of fibrosis11-13.  
  
In 2010, Sanyal et al. published the results of a RCT of 247 non-diabetic patients which continues to be 
the most compelling evidence for vitamin E and pioglitazone in the treatment of NAFLD. Patients were 
randomized to 3 arms (vitamin E 800 IU daily, pioglitazone 30mg daily, and placebo) for 96 weeks. 
Patients with CHF, cirrhosis, Hep C or other liver disease were excluded. These patients had a pre-
treatment and post-treatment biopsies and the degrees of steatohepatitis was assessed using a score of 
steatosis, lobular inflammation and hepatocellular ballooning (HCB). Primary outcome was improvement 
in HCB of 1 point, no increase in fibrosis and at least 1-point improvement in steatosis or lobular 
inflammation. Outcomes were notable for vitamin E superiority to placebo in the primary outcome (43% 
vs. 19%, P=0.001; number needed to treat = 4.2). Pioglitazone trended towards improvement but was not 
significant (34% vs. 19%, P=0.04; number needed to treat, 6.9). Neither therapy showed improvement in 
fibrosis. This study was limited by the subjectivity of histologic analysis and was not designed to compare 
vitamin E versus pioglitazone. Adverse events were similar in all arms.  
 
As mentioned above, pioglitazone is recommended with reservation by the AGA. Vitamin E is considered 
first line therapy for biopsy-proven NASH in non-diabetic patients (1B recommendation) but not 
recommended for use in patients with T2DM with NASH, NAFLD without biopsy, or in NASH cirrhosis. 
European guidelines make similar recommendations and no Cochrane Reviews exist discussing these 
two therapies15-16.  
 
There are a number of therapies that have been reviewed by the Cochrane database with regards to 
treatment for NAFLD. Bariatric surgery was reviewed and found to have no randomized or quasi-
randomized trials fulfilling criteria and no conclusion could be reached17. Similarly, for weight reduction, 5 
trials existed, two examining orlistat in NAFLD, however data was too sparse for meta-analysis19. The 
most compelling Cochrane data exists for statin use in NAFLD. Two RCTs were reviewed (one comparing 
simvastatin to placebo and the other comparing fenofibrate, atorvastatin and placebo). The conclusions 
were that neither trial had assessed histologic changes or liver-related morbidity and mortality and both 
were small. No conclusions could be drawn that statins were an effective treatment for NASH, however 
authors did suggest that the use of statins in NASH is justified given the high rate of comorbidities of 
dyslipidemia, diabetes and metabolic syndrome.  
 
The use of statins in NAFLD is widely supported by gastroenterological societies worldwide2, 15-16. The 
AGA states that statins are safe to treat hyperlipidemia in NAFLD and NASH patients (1B evidence) and 
guidelines from the European Association for the Study of Liver Disease state that statins “may be 
confidently used” to treat hyperlipidemia to prevent cardiovascular disease (CVD) in NAFLD patients. 
Several trials have demonstrated survival benefit with statins in NAFLD, including an RCT of 1600 
patients with known CVD, hyperlipidemia, and NAFLD. This resulted in a 68% relative-risk reduction 
(P<0.0001) and a number needed to treat of 15 per year to prevent one cardiovascular event 21. Other 
medications have been examined including metformin for which little data exists to show any 
improvement in the histologic markers of NAFLD or NASH22.  
 
Several investigational therapies are being examined for the treatment of NAFLD. Obetocholic acid, 
(farnesoid X receptor agonist) which reduces bile acid secretion and inflammatory cytokines allowing for 
improved glucose and lipid homeostasis, is among the best vetted. In a small double-blinded RCT with 
229 non-diabetic, non-cirrhotic patients, there was a 24 percentage point improvement over placebo in 
steatohepatitis scores (P<0.0002) with statistically significant improvement in inflammation and fibrosis23. 
Liraglutide has been shown to have some resolution of NASH and fewer patients who progressed to 
fibrosis, however it failed to show a statistically significant change in the mean NAFLD activity score24.  
 
Conclusions:  
NAFLD is a growing epidemic worldwide. AI/AN populations have higher than average rates of NAFLD 
risk factors and increased risk of death from liver disease, making NAFLD an important topic for 
practitioners in the IHS. Evidence for pharmaceutical treatment of NAFLD is still lacking, however 
promising drugs targeting disease specific factors are on the horizon. At this time, there is not enough 
data to support any changes to the National Core Formulary, however it is critical that the safety and 
efficacy of statins in NAFLD is emphasized. Likewise, the treatment of NAFLD associated disease such 
as cardiovascular disease and T2DM should remain at the forefront of therapy.  



 
 
 

If you have any questions regarding this document, please contact the NPTC at IHSNPTC1@ihs.gov. For 
more information about the NPTC, please visit the NPTC website. 
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